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Before rock burst, coal, and gas outburst dynamic load, rock mass in geotechnical engineering has been an indifferent degree of
damage. +e dissipation energy of rock mass under dynamic load reflects the difficulty of rock breaking. In view of the energy
dissipation of damaged rock mass under dynamic load, the cyclic loading and unloading test is carried out to make sandstone in
different damage states, and the damage degree of sandstone is characterized by the change of longitudinal wave velocity before
and after cyclic loading and unloading. +en, the rock with different damage degrees is tested by adopting the split Hopkinson
pressure bar (SHPB). Finally, the energy dissipation characteristics of damaged rock under impact load are analyzed. +e results
show that the damage factor of sandstone increases with the increase of the upper limit of stress after cyclic static loading. +e
dynamic strength and peak strain of damaged sandstone increase with the increase of impact pressure and decrease with the
increase of damage degree. With the increase of damage degree of sandstone, the reflection energy and dissipation energy of
sandstone increase, while the transmission energy decreases.

1. Introduction

As a common bearing medium in nature, rock mass widely
exists in geotechnical engineering such as tunnel, subway,
rock slope, and coal mine roadway [1–7]. In the long period
of geological history, the rock has experienced the geological
tectonic movement, so that there are different degrees of
joints, fissures, and other weak surfaces in the rock, and in
different degrees of damage state [8–12]. In modern times,
affected by the disturbance of rock burst [13], coal and gas
outburst [14], and human excavation activities [15], the
damaged rock mass began to destroy and lose stability under
the action of dynamic load, which caused great hidden
danger to the safety of engineering production and human
life [16]. Due to the different stress history of the bearing
rock mass, the damage caused by the weak surface is dif-
ferent, and the dynamic response of the rock with different
damage degrees is also different [17]. +erefore, it is

necessary to analyze the dynamic mechanical properties of
damaged rock under impact load.

At present, the analysis of mechanical properties of
damaged rock mainly focuses on the static mechanical
properties, including the strength [18], deformation [19],
and damage degree of damaged rock [20]. As for the dy-
namic response of damaged rock under impact load, there
are not many types of research at present, and there is still
room for further research. Different from the static me-
chanical properties, the dynamic mechanical properties and
dynamic response of brittle materials such as rock under
impact load are more sensitive to the change of strain rate
[21, 22].With the action of static load, themedium inside the
rock is in a state of relative balance, and the inertial effect
caused by the vibration between the medium can be ignored
[23]. However, the duration of impact load acting on rock is
very short, so the inertial interaction between media in this
time scale cannot be ignored. Based on the dynamic
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constitutive relationship, dynamic strength change, strain
rate sensitivity, and elastic modulus of rock, many scholars
carry out dynamic mechanical tests [24–27].

At present, the research on dynamic mechanical prop-
erties of rock is mainly carried out by means of an SHPB
experimental device [28]. In the general study of rock dy-
namics, the analysis of strain rate sensitivity of rock under
impact load is the focus of the study. By analyzing the
mechanical characteristics of damaged rock under different
strain rates, the mechanical behavior of rock under different
dynamic loads in geotechnical engineering is studied [29]. In
the 1960s, Kumar carried out impact tests on granite and
basalt with the SHPB and found the strain rate effect of rock
under impact load for the first time [30]. After that, many
scholars have carried out impact dynamic tests on rocks of
other lithology and found that rock-like brittle materials are
highly sensitive to strain rate when subjected to impact load
[31]. For the rock with weak planes structure such as joints
and fissures, many scholars adopt prefabricated fissures to
simulate the weak planes in the rock mass and then use the
SHPB to carry out an impact dynamic test on the rock with
prefabricated fissures [32]. But in fact, the proportion of
weak planes to rock is much larger than the actual pro-
portion of weak planes in nature. +erefore, the experi-
mental data obtained from indoor experiments are
conservative and the economy is not good. It is close to the
engineering practice that the rock is in different degrees of
damage state by cyclic loading and unloading, and most of
the rock masses in the engineering are subjected to the
repeated action of the load, and the extent of the internal
weak plane expansion is also related to the size of the load.

In view of the dynamic mechanical properties of dam-
aged rock mass under impact load in geotechnical engi-
neering, this paper adopts the cyclic loading and unloading
method, which makes the rock in different degrees of
damage state. +en, based on the damaged rock, the SHPB is
used to carry out the impact load experiment. Finally, the
dynamic strength, strain rate effect, and energy evolution of
rock with different damage degrees under different strain
rates are analyzed. +e research results can provide some
references for the safety production and stability analysis of
engineering sites.

2. Experimental Equipment and
Experimental Plan

+e rock selected for this experiment was sandstone, which
was taken from the rock slope of Cezi Island, Zhejiang
Province, China. According to the standard of the Inter-
national Society for Rock Mechanics, the sandstone was cut
and polished to make the size of V 50mm∗h 25mm. +e
flatness error at both ends of sandstone was not more than
0.01mm, and the unevenness at both ends was less than
0.05mm. Partially processed sandstone samples are shown
in Figure 1.

+is experiment was mainly divided into two steps. First
of all, the processed sandstone was loaded and unloaded
cyclically, made it to be damaged in different degrees.+en, a
nonmetal ultrasonic detector was used to analyze the

damage degree of the rock before and after the load. Finally,
SHPBwas used to conduct dynamicmechanical experiments
on sandstones with different degrees of damage.+erefore, it
mainly involves two experimental systems, one is a static
loading system, and another is a dynamic loading system.

+e RMT-150C rock mechanics test system developed
by the Wuhan Geotechnical Engineering Institute of the
Chinese Academy of Sciences was used as the static loading
system. Firstly, the uniaxial compressive strength σ of the
sandstone specimen was measured. +en, 20%σ, 40%σ,
60%σ, and 80%σ were taken as the upper limit of stress,
respectively, and cyclic loading and unloading treatment was
carried out on sandstone specimens. In the uniaxial com-
pression test and cyclic loading and unloading test, the
loading rate was set at 500N/s.

+e SHPB, located in Anhui University of science and
technology, was used for the impact load experiment, as
shown in Figure 2. +e SHPB device consists of four parts.
(a) +e power system was composed of high-pressure ni-
trogen and pressure regulating device. (b)+e three kinds of
rods were made of Cr alloy steel with a density of 7.8 g cm−3.
+e elastic modulus was 210GPA, the longitudinal wave
velocity was 5190m/s, the ultimate elastic strength is
800MPa, and the corresponding ultimate elastic impact
velocity was 40m/s. (c) +e data measurement system was
composed of a strain gauge and oscilloscope. (d) Shaper,
damper, and velocimeter and other auxiliary systems. +e
impact pressures of 0.3MPa, 0.4MPa, 0.5MPa, and 0.6MPa
were selected to carry out impact dynamic experiments on
damaged sandstone under different upper-stress limits.

3. Experimental Results and Analysis

3.1. Characterization of Sandstone Damage. After the cyclic
loading and unloading test, the internal defects, pores, and
joints expansion of sandstone lead to the decrease of the
stiffness of sandstone and eventually lead to large defor-
mation and failure. By measuring the elastic wave velocity of
rock before and after loading, the deterioration degree of
sandstone under cyclic loading and unloading was quanti-
tatively described, and the relationship between the wave
velocity of rock and the upper limit of stress was obtained.

Previously, Lemaitre proposed the concept of continu-
ous damage mechanics from the perspective of damage
mechanics, based on the premise of loaded medium failure

Figure 1: Partial sandstone samples.
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[33]. +e damage constitutive equation based on the hy-
pothesis of strain equivalence for a one-dimensional
problem was defined as follows:

σc � E(1 − D)ε, (1)

where σc is the stress of nondestructive rock, MPa; ε is the
strain of nondestructive rock when the stress is σc; E is the
elastic modulus of nondestructive rock, GPa; and D is the
damage variable, which reflects the damage degree of rock.

In the traditional damage mechanics theory, the defi-
nition method of damage factor based on this theory is the
effective elastic modulus method, as shown in the following
equation:

D � 1 −
E

E0
, (2)

where E is the elastic modulus of the damaged rock, GPa,
and E0 is the initial elastic modulus of rock, GPa. According
to the inspection principle of the nonmetallic ultrasonic
detector, when the ultrasonic propagation meets the internal
defects of the rock, the change of the elastic modulus of the
rock can be characterized by the attenuation of the ultrasonic
propagation velocity. In this paper, the effective elastic
modulus method in traditional mechanics is used to char-
acterize the damage degree of loaded sandstone, and the
damage factors of damaged sandstone under cyclic loading
and unloading with different stress upper limits are
obtained.

According to the basic theory of stress wave, the P-wave
velocity C0 of lossless rock and C of damaged rock are shown
in the following equations, respectively:

C0 �

��������������
E0(1 − μ)

ρ(1 − 2μ)(1 − μ)



, (3)

C �

��������������
E(1 − μ)

ρ(1 − 2μ)(1 + μ)



, (4)

where μ is the transverse deformation coefficient of rock; ρ is
the density of rock, kg/m3; C0 is the P-wave velocity of
lossless rock, m/s; and C is the P-wave velocity of damaged
rock, m/s.

Equation (5) can be obtained by combining equations (2)
and (3) with (4), that is, the expression of damage factor of
loaded rock:

D � 1 −
C0

C
 

2
. (5)

+e uniaxial compressive strength of sandstone was
61.14MPa measured by the uniaxial loading test. +e
sandstone specimens were in different degrees of damage
state after cyclic loading with the different upper limits of
stress. In this paper, the upper limit of cyclic loading and
unloading stress is 12.23MPa, 24.46MPa, 36.69MPa, and
48.92MPa, respectively. By measuring the wave velocity
changes of sandstone specimens before and after cyclic
loading and unloading and substituting equation (5) for
calculation, the damage factors of sandstone with different
damage degrees after cyclic loading and unloading were
obtained, as shown in Table 1.

After calculation, the damage degree of sandstone under
cyclic loading and unloading with different upper limits of
stress was obtained. Although the stress gradient of cyclic
loading and unloading was constant, the growth rate of the
damage factor increased with the increase of the upper limit
of stress. In practical engineering, the rock mass under the
action of the load is affected by mining activities, and its
internal structure is complex and changeable, resulting in
different degrees of damage. +e degree of rock mass dis-
turbance is different, so the degree of damage is different. In
this paper, the cyclic loading and unloading method was
used to simulate the influence of different disturbance de-
grees on rock. When the disturbance degree is small, the
structural change in the rock is small, only the primary pores
are compacted and closed or part of the original defects are
activated. In addition, when the upper limit of stress is
12.23MPa, the wave velocity of a group of rocks increases.
Under the action of low stress, the primary pores in the rock
are compacted and closed, and the overall density increases,
so the wave velocity increases. With the increase of the upper
limit of stress, the structure in the loaded rock undergoes
compaction and closure of the primary pores, initiation of
cracks on the transition surface between the sand gravel and
cemented matrix, and relative sliding between the sand
gravel and the main fractures. It can be seen that the
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Figure 2: SHPB test device.
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deterioration degree of rock internal structure is gradually
deepening, and the scale is also gradually increasing.
+erefore, with the increase of the upper limit of stress, the
growth rate of the damage factor increases gradually.

3.2. Dynamic Compressive Strength of Damaged Sandstone.
After cyclic loading and unloading with different stress
upper limits, the sandstone specimens are in different de-
grees of damage due to the changes in internal structure.
Different types of cracks in damaged sandstone under im-
pact load have different effects on the propagation of stress
waves. +erefore, compared with nondestructive sandstone,
the strength, and energy evolution of damaged sandstone
under impact load are affected to varying degrees. In this
paper, the impact dynamic test of sandstone with different
damage degrees was carried out by using different impact
pressure. +ree sandstone specimens were used under each
condition, and then the average value was taken. +e test
results are shown in Table 2.

It can be seen from the experimental results in Table 2
that the dynamic compressive strength of damaged sand-
stone presents an obvious strain rate effect, that is, the
dynamic compressive strength of damaged sandstone in-
creases with the increase of actuation pressure under the
same upper limit cyclic load. When the actuation pressure is
constant, the dynamic compressive strength of damaged
sandstone decreases with the increase of damage degree.

+e strength of rock under impact load usually shows an
obvious strain rate effect. Some scholars believe that this is
due to the change from a one-dimensional stress state to a
one-dimensional strain state of rock under impact load. In
addition, the generation and expansion of microcracks are
also considered as an important basis. In the elastic de-
formation stage of rock under cyclic loading and unloading,
cracks and defects that affect the propagation of stress waves
begin to appear in the specimen. Under the impact load of a
high strain rate, the microcracks in rock accumulate rapidly
in a very short duration, which leads to the dynamic
compressive strength of rock increasing with the increase of
strain rate. Compared with undamaged sandstone, weak
planes such as joints and fissures weaken the propagation of
stress waves. In addition, the fracture of rock under impact

load is caused by the expansion of some cracks. Under the
impact load, the cracks in the damaged sandstone can break
the rock quickly and need less energy, and the greater the
damage degree is, the lower the energy is needed. +erefore,
the strength of damaged sandstone under impact load is
lower than that of undamaged sandstone. In order to fa-
cilitate the analysis, the strength changes of sandstone with
different damage degrees under the impact load of different
air pressure are fitted, as shown in Figures 3–6, respectively.

According to the test results in Figures 3–6, the dynamic
compressive strength of damaged sandstone increases with
the increase of actuation pressure, and at the same strain
rate, the dynamic compressive strength decreases with the
increase of damage degree. In addition, it can also be found
that the dynamic stress variation of sandstone with the same
damage degree under different actuation pressure is
consistent.

+e increase of impact pressure will inevitably increase
the strain rate of the loaded rock. With the increase of the
strain rate, the strain of the damaged sandstone will increase,
which also indicates that the phenomenon of brittle decline
and elastic increase appears in the sandstone. According to
the dynamic mechanical properties of rock, there is a sig-
nificant strain rate effect in the elastic brittle medium; that is,
the mechanical characteristics of the medium under impact
load are more sensitive to the strain rate or impact pressure.
+erefore, the dynamic compressive strength of elastic
brittle material under impact load is greater than that under
uniaxial load. As a kind of brittle material, the expansion of
internal fractures of sandstone is affected by the geological
structure and human mining activities. In the process of
underground engineering blasting, the larger the initial
damage degree of rock mass is, the smaller the detonation
wave generated by explosion load is.

On the basis of the test results in Table 1, the sandstone
specimen has experienced the primary pore being closed by
compression, the generation and expansion of new fractures,
and the cross-coupling of the old and new fractures during
the six cycles of loading and unloading. +e damage factors
of sandstone with different stress upper limit increase in S-
shape, increase first, then decrease, and finally become
stable. Under the same strain rate, the dynamic compressive
strength of damaged sandstone decreases with the increase

Table 1: Damage factors of sandstone with different damage degrees.

Upper limit of stress (MPa) C0 (m·s−1) C (m·s−1) Damage factor D Damage factor average D

12.23
3801.52 3708.11 0.0485

0.03213751.50 3769.70 −0.0097
3763.29 3653.29 0.0576

24.46
3726.92 3551.71 0.0918

0.10363907.95 3676.82 0.1147
3866.39 3658.62 0.1045

36.69
3801.52 3133.59 0.3205

0.32693854.17 3231.86 0.2969
3673.47 2930.91 0.3634

48.92
3775.51 2356.69 0.6103

0.63573814.84 2402.60 0.6033
3726.92 3551.71 0.6918
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of damage degree. In addition, for the damaged sandstone,
the reduction rate of static compressive strength is greater
than that of dynamic compressive strength. +e crack
produced by cyclic loading and unloading is faster than that
under static load. On the other hand, the cohesive property
of the medium in the damaged sandstone increases under
the impact load, so the reduction rate of dynamic com-
pressive strength is lower than that of static compressive
strength.

In order to further analyze the stress evolution process of
damaged sandstone under impact load, the stress-time curve
and strain rate-time curve of damaged sandstone under
impact load were analyzed, as shown in Figures 7 and 8,

respectively. For the convenience of analysis, this paper
analyzes the stress-time history curve when the impact
pressure is 0.5MPa only.

By analyzing the stress-time curve and strain rate-time
curve of damaged sandstone under impact load, it can be
seen that, with the increase of time, the variation charac-
teristics of stress and strain rate can be divided into three
stages:

(1) 0∼50 μs: the changing trend of stress and strain rate is
straight-line rising, and the sandstone is in the stage
of stress rising. It can be seen from Figure 7 that
when the upper limit of cyclic loading and unloading

Nondestructive sandstone
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σ1 = 24.46MPa

σ1 = 36.69MPa
σ1 = 48.92MPa
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Figure 3: Dynamic stress-strain curve of damaged sandstone under
impact load of 0.3MPa driving pressure.

Table 2: Dynamic mechanical parameters of sandstone with different damage degrees under impact load.

Actuation pressure (MPa) Upper limit of stress (MPa) σcd (MPa) ε _ε (s−1)

0.3

0 60.31 0.0400 32.14
12.23 48.35 0.1025 42.36
24.46 47.21 0.1234 45.05
36.69 45.06 0.1482 54.64
48.92 40.41 0.1710 63.52

0.4

0 62.49 0.0587 34.32
12.23 51.43 0.1112 43.84
24.46 49.01 0.1302 48.15
36.69 47.59 0.1571 55.32
48.92 41.78 0.1763 67.62

0.5

0 68.45 0.0913 35.32
12.23 56.60 0.1114 45.45
24.46 52.38 0.1330 49.22
36.69 49.64 0.1613 55.81
48.92 43.73 0.1913 68.22

0.6

0 76.03 0.1020 36.58
12.23 59.65 0.1161 48.62
24.46 56.87 0.1346 50.04
36.69 52.86 0.1669 56.74
48.92 46.07 0.2084 69.25

Nondestructive sandstone
σ1 = 12.23MPa
σ1 = 24.46MPa

σ1 = 36.69MPa
σ1 = 48.92MPa
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Figure 4: Dynamic stress-strain curve of damaged sandstone under
impact load of 0.4MPa driving pressure.
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stress is 48.92MPa, the slope of the stress-time curve
is obviously the smallest.+is is because, in the cyclic
loading and unloading stage, the cracks in sandstone
have an impact on the propagation of stress wave
under impact load. +e larger the scale and the more
the number of cracks, the more obvious the impact.

(2) 50∼230 μs: the stress increases with the increase of
time, but the growth rate of stress is different when
the stress increases to the peak point. +e reason is
that the transmission degree of the fracture to the
stress wave produced by the impact load is different
in the damaged sandstone with different degrees and

scales. Although the stress changing trend of sand-
stone with different damage degrees is similar with
time, the change degree is different. +e stress
growth rate of lossless sandstone is close to that of
damaged sandstone whose upper-stress limit is
12.23MPa. +e results show that the stress growth
rates of sandstone specimens with an upper-stress
limit of 24.46MPa and 36.69MPa are similar, and
they are smaller than those of the first two kinds of
sandstone specimens. When the upper-stress limit is
48.92MPa, the stress growth rate of the damaged

Nondestructive sandstone
σ1 = 12.23MPa
σ1 = 24.46MPa

σ1 = 36.69MPa
σ1 = 48.92MPa
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Figure 5: Dynamic stress-strain curve of damaged sandstone under
impact load of 0.5MPa driving pressure.
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Figure 6: Dynamic stress-strain curve of damaged sandstone under
impact load of 0.6MPa driving pressure.
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Figure 7: Stress-time curve of damaged sandstone under impact
load.
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Figure 8: Time curve of strain rate of damaged sandstone under
impact load.
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sandstone is obviously lower than that of the
sandstone under the above four working conditions.
+e reason is that the expansion of cracks in
sandstone with different damage degrees is different.
+e sandstone with the lower upper limit of stress
after cyclic loading and unloading has less expansion
degree of cracks, and the connection between cracks
has not been formed. With the increase of the upper
limit of stress, the expansion of new cracks leads to
the connection of new cracks and old cracks from
different angles, and larger cracks are produced at a
faster rate. Until the upper limit of stress is
48.92MPa, the fractures in the sandstone expand
and connect rapidly and gradually form the main
fractures.

(3) 230∼300 μs: the stress and strain rate of the loaded
sandstone decrease continuously until the zero point.
During this process, the loaded sandstone has been
broken and thrown.

According to the dynamicmechanical properties of rock,
the rock under impact load has an obvious strain rate effect.
In order to analyze the strength change of damaged sand-
stone under impact load, it is necessary to analyze its strain
rate effect. +e strain rate effect of rock is mainly caused by
the change of strain rate.+e fitting curve of stress and strain
rate is shown in Figure 9.

It can be seen from the fitting curve between dynamic
stress and strain rate of sandstone with different damage
degrees under different impact loads in Figure 9. +e dy-
namic peak stress of sandstone is positively correlated with
the strain rate. +e stress-strain rate fitting curves of
sandstone with different damage degrees are, respectively,
shown in the following equations, which successively rep-
resent the fitting curves of damaged sandstone when the
stress line is 0, 12.23MPa, 24.46MPa, 36.69MPa, and
48.92MPa, respectively:

σcd � 44.901e
0.0201_ε

, R
2

� 0.9941, (6)

σcd � 37.878e
0.0179_ε

, R
2

� 0.9608, (7)

σcd � 37.376e
0.0160_ε

, R
2

� 0.9965, (8)

σcd � 37.709e
0.0130_ε

, R
2

� 0.9770, (9)

σcd � 34.515e
0.0111_ε

, R
2

� 0.9980, (10)

where σcd is the dynamic strength of damaged sandstone
under impact load, MPa; _ε is the dynamic strain rate; and R2

is the correlation coefficient of the fitting curve.
From the above fitting curves, it can be seen that the

dynamic peak stress of damaged sandstone under impact
load is power-related to the strain rate. +e dynamic
compressive strength of damaged sandstone increases with
the increase of strain rate. In addition, the damage degree of
sandstone also affects the strain rate of rock under impact
load. It can be seen from Figure 5 that the slope of the fitting
curve decreases with the increase of damage degree, that is,

the sensitivity of damaged sandstone to strain rate decreases
with the increase of damage degree.

3.3. EnergyDissipation Characteristics of Damaged Sandstone
under Impact Load. According to the dynamic mechanical
properties of rock, the process of rock breaking under load is
accompanied by the evolution of energy. +ere are cracks of
different scales and densities in the sandstone with different
degrees of damage. Under the impact load, the cracks are
activated, and the rock fracture expands along the existing
cracks and new cracks. In addition, the difference of fracture
scale of sandstone with different damage degrees leads to
different reflection and transmission of stress waves when
passing through the specimen. +erefore, the energy evo-
lution of sandstone with different damage degrees under
impact load is different; that is, the reflection energy,
transmission energy, and dissipation energy of sandstone
with different damage degrees under the same impact load
are different. +e analysis of the energy evolution of
sandstone with different damage degrees under impact load
is also the verification of its strength change.

A simple three-wave method is used to analyze the
incident energy, reflected energy, and transmitted energy of
damaged sandstone under impact load, as shown in the
following equations, respectively:

Wi(t) � E0C0A0 
t

0
ε2i (t)dt, (11)

Wr(t) � E0C0A0 
t

0
ε2r(t)dt, (12)

Wt(t) � E0C0A0 
t

0
ε2t (t)dt, (13)

where Wi(t), Wr(t), and Wt(t) represent incident energy,
reflection energy, and transmission energy, respectively, J;
E0 is the elastic modulus of sandstone specimen, GPA; C0 is

Nondestructive sandstone
σ1 = 12.23MPa
σ1 = 24.46MPa

σ1 = 36.69MPa
σ1 = 48.92MPa
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Figure 9: Stress-strain rate fitting curve.
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the longitudinal wave velocity of the bar, m/s; A0 is the cross-
sectional area of the bar,m2; and εi(t), εr(t), and εt(t) are the
strain of incident wave, reflected wave, and transmitted wave
propagating independently in the bar.

It is assumed that there is no energy consumption be-
tween the contact surface of sandstone and compression bar
during loading, and the energy absorbed by specimen failure
under impact load is shown as follows:

Ws(t) � Wi(t) − Wr(t) − Wt(t). (14)

Among all kinds of energy in sandstone specimen under
impact load, Ws(t) is the energy reflecting the fragmentation
of sandstone.

According to equations (11)–(14), the incident energy,
reflected energy, transmitted energy, and dissipated energy
of sandstone with different damage degrees under different
impact loads can be obtained, and the arrangement is shown
in Table 3.

Sandstone specimens with the same damage degree can
be seen from the test results in Table 3. +e incident energy,
reflection energy, transmission energy, and dissipation en-
ergy increase with the increase of strain rate. In addition,
there is no correlation between the incident energy and the
damage degree of sandstone. +e magnitude of incident
energy is mainly determined by the strain rate; that is, in the
impact loading test, the greater the actuation pressure is, the
greater the incident energy is. Compared with the incident
energy, the reflected energy, transmitted energy, and dis-
sipated energy of damaged sandstone under impact load
show obvious classification with the change of damage
degree. +e transmission energy decreases with the increase
of sandstone damage degree, while the reflection energy and
dissipation energy increase with the increase of sandstone
damage degree. When the upper limit of cyclic loading and
unloading stress is higher, the size and scale of fracture in
damaged sandstone are larger. When the stress wave passes
through a large fracture, the proportion of reflected stress
wave is larger, while the proportion of transmitted stress
wave is smaller. +erefore, it is precise because of the

difference of the size and size of cracks in the damaged
sandstone after cyclic loading and unloading with different
stress upper limits that the energy evolution is different with
the increase of damage degree.

In the impact experiment of damaged sandstone, the
reflection and transmission ratio of stress waves are different
due to the different sizes and number of cracks in sandstone.
According to the basic theory of rock dynamic mechanics,
the magnitude of reflected energy is related to strain. On the
basis of the experimental data in Table 3, with the increase of
damage degree, the strain in the damaged sandstone in-
creases significantly, which makes the reflection energy
increase. In addition, the transmission energy is related to
the average stress in the damaged sandstone under impact
load. +erefore, with the increase of damage degree, the
reflection energy of damaged sandstone increases, the
transmission energy decreases, and the dissipation energy
increases.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, the impact dynamic tests of sandstone with
different damage degrees were carried out under different
actuation pressure, and the dynamic strength changes and
energy dissipation characteristics of sandstone with different
damage degrees are analyzed. +e main conclusions are as
follows:

(1) +e damage factor increases with the increase of the
upper limit of stress.

(2) +e dynamic strength and peak strain of damaged
sandstone under impact load show obvious strain
rate effect, both of which increase with the increase of
impact pressure.

(3) +e strength and peak strain of sandstone under
impact load decrease with the increase of damage
degree. In addition, the sensitivity of damaged
sandstone to strain rate decreases with the increase of
damage degree.

Table 3: Energy parameters.

Upper limit of stress (MPa) _ε (s−1) Wi(t) (J) Wr(t) (J) Wt(t) (J) Ws(t) (J)

12.23

12.74 10.20 3.89 4.23 2.08
15.77 30.53 9.32 17.08 4.13
20.16 52.86 16.86 24.22 11.78
24.88 79.08 42.22 16.51 20.35

24.46

12.84 12.06 4.38 4.43 3.25
15.56 32.65 10.14 16.23 6.28
20.14 47.76 18.9 15.7 13.16
23.78 77.71 43.46 11.84 22.41

36.69

12.98 11.02 5.3 1.06 4.66
15.44 33.88 12.83 11.61 9.44
19.95 51.84 22.77 10.55 18.52
24.19 77.14 48.54 1.54 27.06

48.92

13.03 13.69 6.84 1.12 5.73
17.60 31.59 14.58 3.82 13.19
21.15 56.39 29.22 2.96 24.21
24.88 82.45 50.51 1.40 30.54
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(4) With the increase of damage degree of sandstone, the
reflection energy and dissipation energy of sandstone
increase, while the transmission energy decreases.
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